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"Think of the poor judge who is reading . . . hundreds and hundreds of these briefs,” says Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr. “Liven their life up just a little bit . . . with something interesting.”

Lawyers can “liven up” their briefs with references to television shows generally known to Americans who have grown up watching the small screen. After discussing television’s pervasive effect on American culture since the early 1950s, this Article surveys the array of television references that appear in federal and state judicial opinions. In cases with no claims or defenses concerning the television industry, judges often help explain substantive or procedural points with references to themes and fictional characters from well-known dramas or comedies. The courts’ use of television references invites advocates to use these cultural markers in the briefs they submit.
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I. INTRODUCTION

"Think of the poor judge who is reading . . . hundreds and hundreds of these briefs," says Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr.1 "Liven their life up just a little bit . . . with something interesting."2

Justice Antonin Scalia similarly advised brief writers to "[m]ake it interesting."3 He said, "I don’t think the law has to be dull."4 "Legal briefs are necessarily filled with abstract concepts that are difficult to explain," he continued.5 "Nothing clarifies their meaning as well as examples," which "cause the serious legal points you’re making to be more vivid, more lively, and hence more memorable."6

Brief writers can "liven up" their court filings with memorable examples drawn from television programs generally known to Americans. In written opinions that decide cases with no claims or defenses concerning television programming or the television industry, judges often help explain substantive or procedural points with references to themes and fictional characters from well-known dramas or comedies.7 In civil and criminal cases alike, the courts’ own use of television references (and references to other cultural stimuli such as music, literature, and sports)8 invites advocates to use television in the briefs they submit.

2. Id.
5. SCALIA & GARNER, supra note 3, at 111.
6. Id. at 111–12.
8. See, e.g., Sprint Commc’ns Co. v. APCC Servs., Inc., 554 U.S. 269, 301 (2008) (Roberts, C.J., dissenting) (quoting BOB DYLAN, LIKE A ROLLING STONE (Columbia Records...
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Some judges "liven up" their opinions by discussing reality programming and television dramas that regularly feature lawyers and law enforcement; other judges discuss dramas and situation comedies (sitcoms) that rarely mention the law. Some of the shows (such as Perry Mason and Dragnet) feature characters and themes that appeared earlier in novels or on radio, but it is fair to assume that today's recollections come primarily from their hit television series.

Television references may appear in opinions handed down years after the cited show left the air. Typical is Spotted Cat, LLC v. Bass, which disqualified the plaintiff restaurant's counsel in a damage action alleging that the defendant's false representations interfered with the restaurant's efforts to prepare for Hurricane Isaac in 2012. The federal district court found that counsel, one of the restaurant's two members, would be a necessary trial witness (and indeed perhaps the sole witness on the liability issue) because he had the critical face-to-face exchanges with the defendant.

In Spotted Cat, Judge Jane Triche Milazzo applied Rule 3.7 of the ABA's Model Rules of Professional Conduct, which provides that, with exceptions that the court found inapplicable, "[a] lawyer shall not act as advocate at a trial in which the lawyer is likely to be a necessary witness." The court rejected the plaintiff's speculation that the defendant "may, upon taking the oath at trial, suddenly decide to fully agree with Plaintiff's version of events." Judge Milazzo found the speculation remote because it depended "on the occurrence of a 'Perry Mason' moment in the courtroom.... [I]n the Court's experience, such moments are usually confined to fictional courtrooms."

Part II of this Article discusses television's pervasive influence on American culture since the early 1950s, the foundation for evident


10. Id. at *3.
11. Id. at *4.
12. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 3.7 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2011).
13. Spotted Cat, LLC, 2014 WL 4072024, at *3 & n.32.
14. Id.
judicial confidence that readers will connect with well-conceived references to popular programs. This confidence began in earnest as the first television generation grew into adulthood by the 1980s, and the confidence has continued ever since.

Part III surveys the broad array of television dramas, sitcoms, and reality shows that appear in federal and state judicial opinions. Part IV explains why advocates should feel comfortable following the courts’ lead by using these sources carefully to help make arguments (as Justice Scalia put it) “more vivid, more lively, and hence more memorable.”

II. TELEVISION AND CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN CULTURE

National Humanities Medal-winning writer William Manchester reported that “[t]elevision became a major industry and cultural force in 1950.” Only 9.0% of U.S. households owned at least one television set that year, but two historians say that “television was finding its place in the American living room (and bedroom and dining room and kitchen and den and basement and hospital ward and bus station . . . ).” The percentages of ownership grew steadily each year throughout the 1950s, reaching 64.5% of American households in 1955 and 85.9% in 1959. By 1955, 13% of households owned two or more sets and some owned as many as six.

Manchester wrote that “[a]s early as 1950 one study had found that some junior high school students were spending an average of nearly thirty hours a week in front of tubes.” By the end of the 1950s, households with television sets watched an average of five hours and two minutes a day, and the United States had raised what Manchester called “the first television generation.” Television had become “[o]ne of the most powerful of all postwar entertainments,” indeed “an American

15. SCALIA & GARNER, supra note 3, at 112.
18. COBETT S. STEINBERG, TV FACTS 142 (1980).
20. Id. at 717–18.
21. STEINBERG, supra note 18, at 150.
22. MANCHESTER, supra note 16, at 714.
habit and a virtual necessity" and an "electronic prodigy endowed with the capacity to influence an entire nation."

Television's influence on American culture grew steadily throughout the 1960s and 1970s. The percentage of U.S. households owning at least one television set rose from 87.1% in 1960 to 95.0% in 1969 and from 95.2% in 1970 to 98.0% in 1978. The average amount of time per day spent watching television rose from five hours and six minutes in 1960 to five hours and forty-eight minutes in 1969. By 1978, the average daily amount stood at six hours and ten minutes, and "America's infatuation with television" led adults to spend about 28% of their leisure time watching the set.

The pace of judicial references to television shows has continued since the 1980s, when Americans—including writers and readers of judicial opinions—had either grown up with television as children and adolescents or had become increasingly familiar with its programming throughout adulthood. By the end of the 1980s, more than half of American households owned video cassette recorders (VCRs), which provided unprecedented flexibility by allowing viewers to record their favorite programs for later watching according to their personal schedules. In 1989, one cultural commentator wrote that "[g]iven the sheer breadth of its appeal, television tends to address—and help create—widely held beliefs that permeate the culture."

In 1996, former Federal Communications Commission chair Newton N. Minow lamented that many parents and children spend more time with television than with one another. In the twenty-first century, digital video recorders (DVRs) have replaced VCRs as even more convenient

26. STEINBERG, supra note 18, at 142.
27. Id. at 150.
28. Id.
30. Id. at xi; see also STEINBERG, supra note 18, at 150.
devices to record shows for later personal viewing. By 2007, the average household’s daily dosage of television had risen to more than eight hours\(^4\) as the term “TV addiction”\(^5\) entered the American lexicon.

By the time today’s average American child reaches seventy, he or she will have spent the equivalent of about seven to ten years watching television.\(^6\) The average child graduates from high school after spending “13,000 hours in school and 25,000 hours in front of the TV set.”\(^7\) More than “98% of American households own at least one television set,” which are more households “than have indoor plumbing.”\(^8\) These imposing numbers, climaxing more than a half century of steady growth, enable legal writers to treat television references as cultural markers familiar to readers.

III. TELEVISION REFERENCES IN JUDICIAL OPINIONS

With television’s influence on American culture assured by the 1980s, more and more federal and state judicial opinions sought to connect with readers by citing a broad array of dramas, sitcoms, and reality shows.\(^9\) Particularly noteworthy is the courts’ use of television references to help explain why the movant or claimant loses on a motion or at final judgment.\(^10\) Parties may argue for a decision based on ideal visions of American society, but courts use television references to illustrate

---

40. See, e.g., Crawford, 264 So. 2d at 558–59.
(according to two federal district courts) that “perfection . . . exists only in fiction” \(^\text{41}\) and that “[r]eal life does not work that way.” \(^\text{42}\)

In what William Manchester called “The Age of Television,” \(^\text{43}\) courts give contemporary meaning to English Romantic poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s advice to readers of literature nearly two centuries ago. Because fiction writers frequently take measured license with reality, Coleridge said that readers enjoy literature most when they bring a “willing suspension of disbelief for the moment.” \(^\text{44}\) Similar license and suspension enable viewers to enjoy television, yet enable judges to use television dramas and sitcoms to distinguish fiction from reality in the cases they decide.

**A. Dramas**

1. Perry Mason

Perhaps because most judicial opinions communicate primarily to litigants, and to lawyers who represent them or analyze precedents in future cases, courts have most often cited television shows that portray lawyers and the courtroom. “Ever since the days of Perry Mason, viewers have always flocked to shows about lawyers.” \(^\text{45}\) Prominent among the viewing “flock” are lawyers themselves, including Justice Sonia Sotomayor who, during her 2009 Senate confirmation hearings for a Supreme Court appointment, cited Perry Mason as the childhood influence that led her to pursue a career in law. \(^\text{46}\)

Perry Mason has been called “America’s lawyer,” \(^\text{47}\) and his dramatic series ranks as the lawyers show discussed most often in judicial

---


\(^{43}\) MANCHESTER, supra note 16, at 715.

\(^{44}\) 2 SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE, BIOGRAPHIA LITERARIA (1817), reprinted in 7 THE COLLECTED WORKS OF SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE 5, 6 (James Engell & W. Jackson Bate eds., 1983).


\(^{47}\) THOMAS LEITCH, PERRY MASON 3 (2005); see also STARK, supra note 24, at 97 (“[B]efore audiences of millions, Perry Mason presented a view of police and lawyers that did
opinions. To Americans from all walks of life, the term “Perry Mason” remains almost synonymous with the term “lawyer.” Indeed, in a National Law Journal poll conducted in 1993 (nearly thirty years after the show left prime time for syndication), the fictional Mason finished second to F. Lee Bailey as the nation’s most admired lawyer, although Bailey might not have won the honor after his controversial, well-publicized role as a defense counsel in the O.J. Simpson criminal trial shortly afterwards. Nor would Bailey’s lofty stature have been helped by his disbarment in Florida in 2001.

Defense counsel Perry Mason’s character originated in Erle Stanley Gardner’s detective novels and had a successful run in four movies and on radio before Raymond Burr played the title role in television episodes that aired from 1957 to 1966. Representing clients whose guilt appeared likely for much of the hour, Mason would defeat prosecutor Hamilton Burger with dogged personal investigation, usually climaxed by Mason’s dramatic cross examination that led a key witness or a spectator to breakdown in the courtroom, often with a tearful confession. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit observed that Mason also more to give people the verdict on how the legal system operates than any grade-school civics course or news article ever could.”


49. See, e.g., Rose v. Lundy, 455 U.S. 509, 529–30 (1982) (Blackmun, J., concurring in judgment) (discussing “the Perry Masons of the prison populations,” inmates who file pleadings and briefs that they often draft in prison libraries while serving their sentences).


52. Fla. Bar v. Bailey, 803 So. 2d 683, 685 (Fla. 2001) (disbarment); see also Bailey v. Bd. of Bar Exam’rs, 90 A.3d 1137, 1141 (Me. 2014) (denying admission to the Maine Bar).


"possessed an uncanny aptitude for exonerating clients by casting blame elsewhere."57

The enduring image of Perry Mason as the "idealized,"58 "flawless"59 lawyer who "never lost a case"60 has become so engrained in American popular culture that most judicial opinions discussing the show follow Spotted Cat's approach of presuming readers' understanding, without explanation in text or footnote.61 Only a few decisions accompany a citation with a brief explanation to orient readers who might be too young to recall, or who might not follow today's reruns.62

During cross-examination in real-life criminal and civil proceedings, witnesses do sometimes breakdown on the stand with key concessions, unanticipated information, or tearful confessions.63 Away from the small screen, however, courts perceive such dramatic Perry Mason-style climaxes as "very rare"64 because well-prepared counsel normally anticipate the course of the trial in the relatively few cases that do not settle and because contemporary procedure emphasizes pretrial discovery and favors conferences with the court outside the jury's presence or earshot when surprise does surface.65 Counsel's hopeful

58. Id.
61. See supra notes 11–14 and accompanying text; see also Sallee v. Tenn. Bd. of Prof'l Responsibility, 469 S.W.3d 18, 41 (Tenn. 2015) ("[A] lawyer who represents criminal clients may be interested in watching Perry Mason . . . on television, and may even pick up a useful tidbit or two from doing so.").
64. Midwest Canvas Corp. v. Cantar/Polyair Corp., No. 01 C 7055, 2003 WL 22035382, at *4 (N.D. Ill. Sept. 3, 2003); see also Daniels v. Holman (In re Holman), 536 B.R. 458, 467 (Bankr. D. Or. 2015) ("It is a truism (Perry Mason aside) that parties virtually never admit at trial that they acted with an intent to deceive or defraud the opposing party.").
65. Johnson v. Hix Wrecker Serv., Inc., No. 1:08-cv-50-WTL-TAB, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 138232, at *2 n.1 (S.D. Ind. Sept. 26, 2012) ("While the Court acknowledges Plaintiff’s counsel’s desire to be a modern day Perry Mason, the fact is that ‘litigation under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is not supposed to be merely a game, a joust, a contest; it is also a quest for truth and justice.’” (quoting Ash v. Wallenmeyer, 879 F.2d 272, 275 (7th Cir. 1989))); United States v. Schneider, 157 F. Supp. 2d 1044, 1069 (N.D. Iowa 2001) ("[T]his type of a
"prayer" for victory through courtroom surprise does not drive decision making because (as the Minnesota Court of Appeals put it) so-called Perry Mason defenses and Perry Mason moments "tend only to happen on late night TV if your station carries reruns." Because courts consider counsel's hope for dramatic courtroom surprise "pure fantasy," appellate courts citing the fictional Mason normally affirm the trial court's exercise of discretion to exclude a witness or otherwise to limit cross-examination. In United States v. Beck, for example, the convicted defendant contended that the trial court violated the Sixth Amendment by limiting his counsel's questioning of a hostile witness. However, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit found harmless error because "[i]t is unlikely that counsel expected [the witness] to break down on the stand and admit that his perjury was part of an elaborate scheme to frame the defendants. Only Perry Mason enjoyed such moments."

Courts also cite Perry Mason to reject claims that assigned counsel's ineffective assistance denied the defendant a fair trial. One federal district court explained that "the Constitution guarantees only representation which is reasonably competent, not the perfection which exists only in fiction." In yet another case, a dissenting judge observed

67. United States v. DeNoyer, 811 F.2d 436, 440 (8th Cir. 1987) (defendant's offer of proof that someone else committed the crime "fell[s] far short of establishing a 'Perry Mason defense'"); United States v. Saintil, 753 F.2d 984, 987 (11th Cir. 1985) ("[T]here is nothing to indicate that these witnesses would, as if in a 'Perry Mason' rerun, confess on the witness stand that they were, indeed, the criminals."); Minn. Fair Plan v. Neumann (In re Neumann), 374 B.R. 688, 700 n.16 (Bankr. D. Minn. 2007) ("The efforts in cross-examination to point the blame to another, unidentified person, somewhat in Perry Mason fashion, badly misfired.").
68. See, e.g., In re Osejo, 447 B.R. 352, 354 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 2011) (discussing the debtor's failure to "break down on the stand a la Perry Mason ... and confess"); Bearden v. State, 62 So. 3d 656, 660 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2011) ("In seeking to recall [a witness], the defense was clearly not anticipating a dramatic, Perry Mason-style moment during which [the witness] would confess that it was he and not Bearden who [committed the crime].").
71. 625 F.3d 410, 412 (7th Cir. 2010).
72. Id. at 422.
73. Id. at 420.
that on ineffectiveness claims, courts “compare counsel’s performance not to an ideal, Perry Mason-style defense . . . but to what a reasonably competent counsel could accomplish under the circumstances of the case.” 75

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit has even invoked defense counsel Mason to discuss prosecutors’ professional responsibilities: “[T]he prosecutor’s aim is justice . . . [W]hen it becomes apparent during the trial of a criminal case, a la the celebrated fictional career of Perry Mason, that the accused is innocent of the crime with which he stands charged, the prosecutor has not ‘lost.’” 76

2. Other Television Dramas About Lawyers and Law Enforcement

Among television shows about lawyers and law enforcement, the runner-up to Perry Mason for the number of citations in federal and state court opinions is undoubtedly L.A. Law, a drama that also leads courts to distinguish fiction from reality. Observers suspected that during its run from 1986 to 1994, 77 the show’s fictional portrayal of law practice not only left Americans with unrealistic visions about what lawyers do but also induced many applicants to attend law school based on unrealistic visions of careers in the fast lane. 78

Law school applications rose while L.A. Law presented the practice, according to one writer, as “a lifestyle package that involved clothes, friends, relationships, social status and that elusive ingredient: getting paid for championing social justice causes” where “[t]here was never a

---

75. Richie v. Mullin, 417 F.3d 1117, 1136 (10th Cir. 2005) (McConnell, J., dissenting).
76. Edmonson v. Leesville Concrete Co., 895 F.2d 218, 225–26 (5th Cir. 1990), rev’d on other grounds, 500 U.S. 614 (1991); see also United States v. Fletcher, 62 M.J. 175, 182 (C.A.A.F. 2005) (“Although we might expect a character in a Perry Mason melodrama to point to a defendant and brand him a liar, such conduct is inconsistent with the duty of the prosecutor to ‘seek justice, not merely to convict.’” (quoting United States v. White, 486 F.2d 204, 206 (2d Cir. 1973))).
78. Michael Orey, Sex! Money! Glitz! In-House at L.A. Law, AM. LAW., Dec. 1988, at 32; see also Bible v. Schriro, 497 F. Supp. 2d 991, 1023 (D. Ariz. 2007) (saying the prosecutor’s closing arguments were “an attempt to characterize his personal style (in contrast to what the jurors might have seen on television shows like L.A. Law’’’); Leonor Vivanco, Chicago Legal: Chicago Lawyers Find TV Guilty of Excess Drama, RED EYE, Oct. 20, 2008, at 6, http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2008-10-20/news/0810200362_1_law-order-open-court-trial [https://perma.cc/Y5WB-6Y3N] (“When I was in high school . . . , it was all about ‘L.A. Law.’ And it presented such a glamorous courtroom-centered vision of what being a lawyer was like that you couldn’t help but want to be one.”).
dull client, never a boring case and in court they were poised and articulate.”

Law practice bears little resemblance to the unstinting “adrenaline rushes that have dominated television drama for decades because tedium and petty annoyances pass unseen when days, weeks, or even months are compressed into an hour on the screen.” Decisions accenting L.A. Law’s unrealistic visions include United States v. Prince, which affirmed the defendant’s convictions for bank robbery and unlawfully using a firearm during commission of a violent crime. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit began with words of caution:

[T]he would-be lawyer raised on the hit television series, L.A. Law, to believe a law degree is that golden ticket to a glamorous career of big money, fast cars and intimate relationships among the beautiful people may think twice before sending in his or her law school application when word of this case gets out. Prince’s words of caution were well-founded. After the trial court twice denied the assigned federal public defender’s requests to withdraw from the case because defendant Prince refused to talk to him, the defendant dropped his pants and urinated in front of the jury as the panel was being sworn. A court-ordered psychological examination found the defendant competent to stand trial, and the court of appeals held that the district court did not abuse its discretion by refusing to order a second examination.

“[F]or the one-time budding lawyer whose hopes for a dazzling life have now been dashed by the facts of this case,” the Prince panel suggested “an alternative career in screenwriting.” The panel concluded that “[u]nusual stories like this one are apparently standard fare for the

82. 938 F.2d 1092, 1096 (10th Cir. 1991).
83. Id. at 1092.
84. Id.
85. Id. at 1094–95.
86. Id. at 1096.
87. Id.
fictional television lawyers of *L.A. Law*, who face many obstacles before cashing their paycheck and speeding off to another intimate dinner-party.⁸⁸

In addition to *Perry Mason* and *L.A. Law*, courts have discussed other television shows about lawyers and law enforcement. In *State v. Taylor*, for example, the Missouri Court of Appeals concluded that the trial court committed no error when it permitted the prosecutor to question prospective jurors about their willingness to convict the defendant on eyewitness testimony alone.⁹⁸ The court of appeals explained that “[g]iven the prevalence of television shows such as CSI and Law and Order, a trend exists wherein juries expect the State to present physical evidence on every issue. The trial court does not err in allowing the State to ferret out such juror biases during voir dire.”⁹⁰

When the convicted defendant asserted his lack of knowledge about the underlying crime because a witness at trial never referred to stolen tractors as “hot” or “stolen,” the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit concluded that the witness’ characterizations “mean[ing] nothing”⁹¹ because “[d]iscreet thieves often sell obviously stolen property without using the lingo of the stereotypical ‘Law & Order’ or ‘N.Y.P.D. Blue’ villain.”⁹²

In *Clingman v. State*, the Wyoming Supreme Court rejected the convicted defendant’s claim that the prosecutor had improperly commented to the court about facts that did not concern the crimes to which the defendant had pleaded.⁹³ Concluding that the prosecutor’s comments approached impropriety, two concurring justices cited *Hill*
Street Blues\textsuperscript{94} and repeated the advice of the show’s morning roll-call police sergeant who would end his daily briefing with, “Let’s be careful out there.”\textsuperscript{95}

Courts frustrated with verbosity or extraneous argument sometimes issue opinions that relay the classic instruction of non-nonsense Los Angeles police Sgt. Joe Friday (played by Jack Webb) on Dragnet, which aired from 1951 to 1959: “Just the facts, m’am.”\textsuperscript{96}

In Privitera v. Town of Phelps, the appellate court affirmed dismissal of a slander claim against the defendant who had charged the plaintiff with membership in the Mafia.\textsuperscript{97} The panel dispensed with lengthy explanation about potential harm to the plaintiff’s reputation, stating instead that “[t]hose unaware of the criminal ventures of Al Capone have now been educated by the long-running TV series ‘The Untouchables,’” based on his life.\textsuperscript{98}

Judicial opinions have discussed one foreign show about law and lawyers. Rumpole of the Bailey aired on the British Broadcasting Company (BBC) and on the Public Broadcasting System (PBS) in the United States. Deftly combining drama and comedy, the series concerned a fictional London barrister who usually represented criminal defendants in the Old Bailey, a court building in central London.\textsuperscript{99} Horace Rumpole, played by Leo McKern, often referred to his sometimes overbearing wife, Hilda, as “she who must be obeyed.”\textsuperscript{100}

Courts in the United States have quoted barrister Rumpole to illustrate

\textsuperscript{94} Hill Street Blues (NBC television broadcast 1981–1987).
\textsuperscript{95} Clingman, 23 P.3d at 30–32 (Golden, J., concurring); see also Dean v. Harris Cty., No. H–13–00073, 2013 WL 5214351, at *2 n.5 (S.D. Tex. Sept. 17, 2013) (“Miranda prescribes...four warnings familiar to every student of criminal procedure and police procedural dramas from Hill Street Blues to Law & Order.”). See generally THOMPSON, supra note 31, at 59–74; Susan Beth Farmer, Hill Street Blues, in PRIME TIME LAW, supra note 55, at 17.


\textsuperscript{98} Id. at 407 (Cardamone, J., concurring).


\textsuperscript{100} Denvir, supra note 99, at 145–47.
why administrative agency regulations must be obeyed, why lower courts must apply (and hence “obey”) mandates from higher courts, and why persons must heed (and hence “obey”) contractual obligations.

3. Reality Television

Most Americans have never retained a lawyer or walked into a courtroom unless they have written a will or served jury duty. Their most lasting impression of the judicial process comes primarily from fictional, televised dramas, such as the ones discussed above; from the cable channel Courtroom Television Network (Court TV), which began in 1991 and became “truTV” in 2008, and from daytime televised “judge shows,” which is the subject here.

At its inception, Court TV departed from the fictional by presenting what one federal district court called actual “complete, extended coverage of trials, both civil and criminal, as well as coverage of oral arguments on motions and in appellate proceedings.” TruTV now broadcasts only sensational trials, among other fare designed to hold viewers’ attention.

Beginning in 1981 with The People’s Court, which starred retired California Superior Court Judge Joseph A. Wapner, daytime televised judge shows feature actual parties who, with relatively minor disputes understandable to viewers, agree to argue orally in a setting resembling a courtroom.

104. Ronald D. Rotunda, Epilogue to PRIME TIME LAW, supra note 55, at 265, 265 (“Empirical evidence demonstrates that the primary way that most people learn about lawyers is through watching television. . . . When people turn to television, . . . they turn to fictionalized portrayals of lawyers . . . .”).
106. See, e.g., People v. M.R., Fam. No. SX–10–CS–01, 2015 WL 5272332, at *9 (V.I. May 21, 2015) (“[T]he legal imagination is fueled by court TV and courtroom dramas where it seems that attorneys-who enjoy the most success, take command of the ‘stage’ in a dramatic, high energy performance of their knowledge of law, language and people.”); Ouellette, supra note 105, at 156.
108. Ouellette, supra note 105, at 156.
small claims court. In *The People's Court*, Judge Wapner wore robes on the bench but essentially acted as an arbitrator (a private decision maker who, pursuant to the parties' agreement, reaches a final, binding decision).

Judge Wapner established such popularity among television viewers that "[s]ome commentators, speaking only half in jest, suggested him for appointment to the Supreme Court." If so, he would have found at least one receptive colleague because Justice Thurgood Marshall reportedly often watched *The People's Court* in his chambers. Judge Wapner would also have been the most visible Justice because, in a 1989 *Washington Post* survey, only 9% of respondents could identify William H. Rehnquist as the Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court, yet 54% identified Joseph Wapner as the judge on *The People's Court*.

*Judge Judy* and similar judge shows began gaining traction by the late 1990s. As they do with *Perry Mason* and the other televised dramas portraying the legal process, federal and state courts sometimes cite judge shows to contrast fiction from reality. In an action marked by pre-trial skirmishing about "confusing and contradictory" case law, for example, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit commented that "the legal issues raised in these cases are rather dull. If Judge Wapner had to worry about personal jurisdiction, 'The People's Court' would not be on television." In a divorce case marked by "trivial" disputes and the wife's "apparent intransigence," the Florida Court of Appeals wrote that the case "would tax the patience of Judge Wapner" who appeared unflappable on the small screen.

112. Porsdam, supra note 109, at 91.
113. Id. at 94.
117. Id.
119. Id. at 1084; see also Seaton v. TripAdvisor LLC, 728 F.3d 592, 600 (6th Cir. 2013) (citing *Reader's Digest Trust Poll: The 100 Most Trusted People in America*, *Reader's Digest* (June 2013), http://www.rd.com/culture/readers-digest-trust-poll-the-100-most-trusted-people-in-america [https://perma.cc/SXN3-37VV], which showed that "Judith Sheindlin, 'Judge Judy,'
4. Television Dramas Unrelated to Lawyers and Law Enforcement

Federal and state judicial opinions have also cited television dramas that treat legal topics only sporadically, if at all. In *Mason v. Smithkline Beecham Corp.*, for example, the plaintiffs—the parents of a 23-year-old woman who committed suicide two days after taking Paxil, an antidepressant drug similar to Prozac—alleged negligence by the defendant manufacturer for not warning that taking Paxil increased the risk of suicide.120 The Seventh Circuit described Prozac this way: “Anyone who has ever watched *The Sopranos* knows that it’s the drug Dr. Jennifer Melfi prescribed for Tony Soprano after telling him ‘no one needs to suffer from depression with the wonders of modern pharmacology.’”121

Over the years, judges have cited *Marcus Welby, M.D.* (played by Robert Young in a hit drama that aired from 1969 to 1976)122 as the model family practice physician.123 The fictional physician, who was known for his house calls and soothing bedside manner, helped one judge discuss whether the defendant physician’s demeanor toward an allegedly demanding patient fell short in a medical malpractice action.124 Visions of Dr. Welby also helped another court explain that jurors weighing expert testimony tended to give more weight to physician witnesses than to psychologists because of “‘the Marcus Welby Effect’ from the 1970’s television series of the same name.”125

Rod Serling’s science-fiction drama, *The Twilight Zone* (which aired from 1959 to 1964)126 helped popularize the term that describes the often murky “gray area” between two extremes.127 In *Larsen v. State*
Employees’ Retirement System, a former state supreme court justice alleged that state agencies had improperly calculated his retirement benefits.\(^{128}\) Citing the television series, the federal district court determined that the action “lies somewhere in the twilight zone of Eleventh Amendment jurisprudence.”\(^{129}\)

To illuminate procedural and substantive points, courts have cited characters and themes from a host of other television dramas, including *Star Trek,\(^{130}\) The Lone Ranger,\(^{131}\) The Adventures of Superman,\(^{132}\) ...
REFERENCES TO TELEVISION PROGRAMMING

_Branded,¹³³ Dallas,¹³⁴ The Six Million Dollar Man,¹³⁵ The Bionic Woman,¹³⁶ Hopalong Cassidy,¹³⁷ Roy Rogers,¹³⁸ and The Millionaire.¹³⁹_

B. Situation Comedies

1. Periscope to the 1950s

"[T]he duty of comedy," wrote Moliere, "is to correct men by entertaining them."¹⁴⁰ In civil and criminal cases alike, sitcoms often enable judges to offer perspectives on a variety of legal issues. Recent decisions invoke, for example, the "Big Three" 1950s-era sitcoms—_The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet, Leave It to Beaver, and Father Knows Best—to contrast the trio's conceptions of the harmonious nuclear

---

¹³³. State v. Schad, 206 P.3d 22, 34–35 (Kan. Ct. App. 2009) (reversing a sentence that required the defendant, as a condition of his probation, to post signs informing the public that he was a sex offender saying that the condition was "reminiscent of _Branded_, a television Western series [about] . . . a United States Army captain who had been court-martialed for cowardice and forced to leave the Army").

¹³⁴. Maximus, Inc. v. Lockheed Info. Mgmt. Sys. Co., 47 Va. Cir. 193, 200 (Cir. Ct. 1998) (saying that both bidders on the contract at issue "engaged in the type of concealment and sharp practices that would make television's J.R. Ewing of 'Dallas' fame proud"), _aff'd in part and rev'd in part_, 524 S.E.2d 420 (Va. 2000). _See generally STARK, supra note 24, at 218–22 (Dallas "not only reflected its times but also helped define them").

¹³⁵. Llanes v. Frontera, No. 2:07-cv-197, 2008 WL 623796, at *4 (W.D. Mich. Mar. 4, 2008) (dismissing a prisoner's civil rights claim and noting that the "[p]laintiff seeks a 'bionic' leg. . . . [I]n the 1970s 'bionic' limbs and body parts were addressed in the fictional television series 'The Six Million Dollar Man' and 'The Bionic Woman.' . . . Given the State of Michigan's current budget constraints, such a surgery would not be fiscally responsible or feasible.").

¹³⁶. _Id._

¹³⁷. Lewis v. Woodford, No. CIV-S-02-0013 FCD GGH DP, 2007 WL 196635, at *25 (E.D. Cal. Jan. 23, 2007) ("[T]he once-upon-a-time 'quick-draw' practicing with a buck knife reasonably says nothing about one's state of mind years later. If it did, every child who ever played quick-draw, a la Hopalong Cassidy or Roy Rodgers [sic], with a toy cap gun would do so at his own later peril in demonstrating an intent to rob.").

¹³⁸. _Id._

¹³⁹. Val-Pak of Cent. Conn. N., Inc. v. Comm't, 670 A.2d 343, 347 (Conn. Super. Ct. 1994) (discussing whether Direct Marketing is "like John Beresford Tipton in _The Millionaire_. (The Millionaire, it might be recalled, was a television program . . . in which a wealthy philanthropist, John Beresford Tipton, would each week give one million dollars to a total stranger and watch to see what was done with the money.")"), _aff'd_, 669 A.2d 1211 (Conn. 1996).

¹⁴⁰. First Petition from Moliere to Louis XIV on Tartuffe, quoted in Jan Herman, "_Miser_ Is Updated but Still Keys on Obsession_, L.A. TIMES, May 22, 1990, at F2.

American family with emerging realities that characterize many families that appear in court today.\textsuperscript{142} “By the mid-fifties,” Pulitzer Prize-winner David Halberstam wrote nearly four decades later, “television portrayed a wonderfully antiseptic world of idealized homes in idealized, unflawed America. There were no economic crises, no class divisions or resentments, no ethnic tensions, few if any hyphenated Americans, few if any minority characters.”\textsuperscript{143} Especially idealized, said Halberstam, was television’s portrayal of the “typical” two-parent American household:

There was no divorce. . . . Families \textit{liked} each other, and they tolerated each other’s idiosyncracies. . . . The dads were, above all else, steady and steadfast. They symbolized a secure world. Moms in the sitcoms were . . . at once more comforting and the perfect mistresses of their household premises . . . . Above all else, the moms loved the dads, and vice versa, and they never questioned whether they made the right choice.\textsuperscript{144}

In her study of Cold War America, historian Elaine Tyler May adds:

Particularly on television, . . . fatherhood became the center of a man’s identity. Viewers never saw the father of “Father Knows Best” at work or knew the occupation of the Nelson’s lovable dad, Ozzie. They were fathers, pure and simple. Whatever indignities and subordination they might suffer at their unseen places of employment, fathers on television exercised authority at home.\textsuperscript{145}

Recalling fond memories remains one of the great faculties of the human mind, even when (as historian Stephanie Coontz writes) “[n]ostalgia for a safer, more placid past fosters historical amnesia.”\textsuperscript{146} In 1993, as “the rise of the fifties nostalgia . . . continue[d] to grip our culture,”\textsuperscript{147} Halberstam explained the lasting popular appeal of the Big Three family sitcoms:

\textsuperscript{143} \textsc{David Halberstam}, \textit{The Fifties} 508 (1993).
\textsuperscript{144} \textit{Id.} at 509.
\textsuperscript{145} \textsc{May}, \textit{supra} note 23, at 146.
\textsuperscript{146} \textsc{Stephanie Coontz}, \textit{The Way We Never Were: American Families and the Nostalgia Trap}, at xiii (2000).
\textsuperscript{147} \textsc{Stark}, \textit{supra} note 24, at 2.
One reason that Americans as a people became nostalgic about the fifties more than twenty-five years later was not so much that life was better in the fifties (though in some ways it was), but because at the time it had been portrayed so idyllically on television. It was the television images of the era that remained so remarkably sharp in people’s memories, often fresher than memories of real life.148

The popularity of the three 1950s-era sitcoms continued with reruns on cable television,149 but many judges and other Americans remain skeptical about the sitcoms’ portrayal of “a vast middle class of happy American families who had already made it to the choicer suburbs.”150 The skepticism dates at least from 1961, when FCC Chair Newton N. Minow blasted television as a “vast wasteland” strewn with, among other things, “formula comedies about totally unbelievable families.”151

The Big Three 1950s-era sitcoms have enabled judges to contrast sanitized fictional family life with the stresses that consume many contemporary households. “We are living a fable, both morally and legally,” wrote a Pennsylvania Supreme Court judge, “if we think that a family is typified by ‘Father Knows Best,’ where parents and children love and respect each other and where husband and wife are faithful to each other and adultery is merely a figment of one’s imagination.”152

Courts stress that for many Americans, the Big Three 1950s-era sitcoms never reflected domestic realities. For example, in a decision that rejected the plaintiff’s contention that the trial court had improperly admitted testimony of a profane statement attributed to her at the scene of an automobile accident, the Iowa Court of Appeals reasoned that “today’s culture has coarsened to the point where the profanity in question has become commonplace throughout all segments of

148. HALBERSTAM, supra note 143, at 514.
149. DAVID MARC, COMIC VISIONS: TELEVISION COMEDY & AMERICAN CULTURE 43 (2d ed. 1997); see also COONTZ, supra note 146, at 23 (“Our most powerful visions of traditional families derive from images that are still delivered to our homes in countless reruns of 1950s television sitcoms.”).
150. TAYLOR, supra note 32, at 25.
society."¹⁵³ “It is no longer, and never was for most, a Leave It to Beaver world.”¹⁵⁴

Judicial skepticism about the Big Three 1950s-era sitcoms surfaces today in domestic relations cases that expose the challenges facing distressed households. In David B. v. Superior Court, for example, the California Court of Appeal held that the state child protective agency had not established sufficient grounds for continued separation of father and daughter before a likely termination of parental rights proceeding.¹⁵⁵ “We do not get ideal parents in the dependency system,” the court acknowledged, “[b]ut the fact of the matter is that we do not get ideal parents anywhere. Even Ozzie and Harriet weren’t really Ozzie and Harriet.”¹⁵⁶

The scales tipped differently in In re J.M., which affirmed the juvenile court order removing eight children from their parents’ custody.¹⁵⁷ The California Court of Appeal rejected the parents’ contention that removal stemmed from poverty rather than from bad parenting.¹⁵⁸ “Certainly poverty is not a crime and children cannot be removed from their parents simply because the parents lack the wherewithal to provide an Ozzie and Harriet existence.”¹⁵⁹

Without questioning whether the Big Three 1950s-era family sitcoms mirrored American life in their day, other courts cite one or more of the trio to illustrate ongoing changes in American family life.¹⁶⁰ In a child custody battle between the biological father and the deceased mother’s

---


¹⁵⁴. Id.; see also Young v. Red Clay Consol. Sch. Dist., 122 A.3d 784, 853 (Del. Ch. 2015) (“a seemingly simpler era culturally stereotyped by Leave It To Beaver and Father Knows Best”).


¹⁵⁶. Id. at 352; see also State v. Sapps, 820 A.2d 477, 484 (Del. Fam. Ct. 2002) (speculating that the state legislature “viewed our children as residing in the home of the classic Ozzie and Harriet family of the working father and the stay-at-home mother” (footnote omitted)); Snetsinger v. Mont. Univ. Sys., 104 P.3d 445, 465 (Mont. 2004) (“[T]he ‘Ozzie and Harriet’ and ‘Leave it to Beaver’ genre of television shows are historical artifacts . . . .”).


¹⁵⁸. Id. at *12 (Raye, J., concurring).

¹⁵⁹. Id.; see also In re Gerson B., Nos. DND03CP03002052 & DND03CP03002053, 2005 WL 3047245, at *6 (Conn. Super. Ct. Oct. 13, 2005) (“[S]tandard parenting’ does not necessarily rise to the level of ‘Father Knows Best.’”).

¹⁶⁰. E.g., Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 57, 63 (2000) (plurality opinion) (“The demographic changes of the past century make it difficult to speak of an average American family. The composition of families varies greatly from household to household.”).
boyfriend, for example, the South Dakota Supreme Court distinguished the parties' family from "the traditional 'Leave It To Beaver' family where mom, dad and kids all ate supper together under the same roof each evening.... [T]he traditional 'Cleaver' family is becoming less and less common in contemporary society."  

2. More Recent Sitcoms

As "television's greatest sitcom" and "an American icon," Seinfeld (which aired from 1989 to 1998) has made its way into several judicial opinions. In Schneider v. Molony, for example, the patient alleged that for seventeen years the defendant dermatologist negligently treated him for eczema by prescribing a drug that caused osteopenia (low bone density). The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit illustrated the seriousness of the skin condition this way: "In an episode of the classic comedy series, Seinfeld, Jerry and Elaine disparage the gravity of Jerry's girlfriend's dermatology practice. Much to Jerry's chagrin, he assails his girlfriend's bona fides, calling her a 'pimple-
popper,' only to discover that dermatological medicine can in fact be a ‘life-saver.’"\textsuperscript{167}

Courts express little tolerance for the so-called "Sgt. Schultz Defense," which provided a recurrent theme on \textit{Hogan's Heroes}, a comedy that aired from 1965 to 1971 and concerned a group of Allied soldiers interned in a World War II German prison-of-war camp.\textsuperscript{168} In \textit{Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp. v. Sona Distributors, Inc.}, for example, the federal district court found for the plaintiffs on their fraudulent misrepresentation claim.\textsuperscript{169} "No matter how many times this Court reviews the factual essence of this case," the district judge explained, "one cannot resist a comparison between the Defendants' professed ignorance of unlawful conduct, and perhaps the most memorable refrain of \textit{Hogan's Heroes}."\textsuperscript{170} The \textit{Ortho Pharmaceutical} court further explained:

For those too young to remember, each episode featured a scene in which Sergeant Schultz, always unmindful of the clandestine activities of the irrepressible Colonel Hogan and his men, would be found to explain away his incompetence to his superior, the irascible Colonel Klink, by saying, "I know n-oth-i-n-g, I see n-oth-i-n-g, I do n-oth-i-n-g." This dialogue, which each week delighted television viewers across the country, somehow resurfaced once again, this time in my courtroom.\textsuperscript{171}

References to the "Sgt. Schultz Defense" have resurfaced in judicial opinions ever since.\textsuperscript{172}

\textsuperscript{167} \textit{Id.} at 394 n.1 (citing \textit{Seinfeld: The Slicer} (NBC television broadcast Nov. 13, 1997)).

\textsuperscript{168} \textit{In re} Reese, 482 B.R. 530, 537 & n.9 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 2012).

\textsuperscript{169} 663 F. Supp. 64, 68 (S.D. Fla. 1987).

\textsuperscript{170} \textit{Id.} at 66 n.1.

\textsuperscript{171} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{172} See, e.g., \textit{In re} Reese, 482 B.R. at 537; \textit{In re} Jonathon C.B., 958 N.E.2d 227, 262 & n.3 (Ill. 2011) (Burke, J., dissenting); Kennedy v. Guess, Inc., 806 N.E.2d 776, 786 & n.5 (Ind. 2004); Delker v. State, 50 So. 3d 309, 328 n.13 (Miss. Ct. App. 2009), aff'd, 50 So. 3d 300 (Miss. 2010).

173. Hultberg v. Carey, No. 06-1137, 2009 WL 5698085, at *3 (Mass. Super. Ct. Dec. 1, 2009) ("Whether the combined families were like the Brady Bunch over the next two decades, or dysfunctional, cannot inform the court's consideration as to [the deed grantors'] intentions . . . ."); see also STARK, supra note 24, at 160 ("[The Brady Bunch] has become one of the phenomens of modern American culture.").

174. Companhia Energetica Potiguar v. Caterpillar Inc., 307 F.R.D. 620, 621–22 (S.D. Fla. 2015) (denying contention that discovery request constituted a "fishing expedition" and reciting the fishing song that opened *The Andy Griffith Show*); Eden Elec., Ltd. v. Amana Co., 258 F. Supp. 2d 958, 974 n.16 (N.D. Iowa 2003), aff'd, 370 F.3d 824 (8th Cir. 2004) ("Sheriff Andy Taylor of fictional Mayberry, North Carolina, also recognized that if a fine is to effectively punish and deter an individual, the individual's financial status must be considered."); See generally DAVID STORY, AMERICA ON THE RERUN: TV SHOWS THAT NEVER DIE 15–34 (1993).

175. Ames Rental Prop. Ass'n v. City of Ames, 736 N.W.2d 255, 260–61 & n.4 (Iowa 2007) ("[T]he ordinance would allow the Beverly Hillbillies to live in a single-family zone while prohibiting four judges from doing so." (footnote omitted)); see also STARK, supra note 24, at 111 ("The Beverly Hillbillies was the first telltale sign on television that the cultural unity of the fifties was splintering."); STORY, supra note 174, at 45–56.


177. Regions Fin. Corp. v. United States, No. 2:06-CV-00895, 2008 WL 2139008, at *8 n.13 (N.D. Ala. 2008) ("[T]he privileged documents neither left nor were ever intended to leave the 'Cone of Silence.'" (quoting *Get Smart: Mr. Big* (NBC television broadcast Sept. 18, 1965))); see also STORY, supra note 174, at 198–210.


179. Reed v. Shepard, 939 F.2d 484, 486 (7th Cir. 1991) ("[T]he county jail resembled a combination of a modern version of TV's *Barney Miller*, with the typically raunchy language and activities of an R-rated movie, and the antics imagined in a high-school locker room.").

180. Brinkley v. King, 701 A.2d 176, 185 n.6 (Pa. 1997) (Newman, J., concurring and dissenting) (discussing *Murphy Brown* saying, "The conflict between the moral ideals of our society is often demonstrated through the media.").
IV. THE PLACE OF TELEVISION REFERENCES IN JUDICIAL OPINIONS AND WRITTEN ADVOCACY

"Television’s ability to shape our view of the world in general, and the legal system in particular, makes it a powerful cultural force." As a pervasive source of popular entertainment and public information for the past several decades, the medium has helped shape the perspectives that today’s readers bring to briefs and judicial opinions. When used carefully, reference to a television program can help judges and advocates connect with one another on substantive or procedural points that are otherwise "filled with abstract concepts that are difficult to explain."

Television references, however, raise judgment calls for advocates and courts alike. Invoking these cultural markers familiar to many Americans may find a natural place in submissions or opinions, but


183. Gebauer v. Lake Forest Prop. Owners Ass'n, 723 So. 2d 1288, 1290 (Ala. Civ. App. 1998) ("This is not a case in which a family is treating a farm animal like a pet, such as Arnold the pig of television's 'Green Acres' fame."); see also STORY, supra note 174, at 160-70.

184. People v. Walker, 53 Cal. Rptr. 2d 435, 437 (Cal. Ct. App. 1996) ("The theme song for the 1960's television comedy Mr. Ed instructed us that 'a horse is a horse.' So too, a house is a house. A boat is not a house.").


187. SCALIA & GARNER, supra note 3, at 111.
invocation may fail when the show remained a hit only briefly, or left the air years ago without later syndication. Decades after television first became central to Americans' lives, centrality does not guarantee that readers of particular briefs or judicial opinions remain familiar with particular shows that enjoyed only brief public exposure.

Advocates and judges are on safe terrain when they cite iconic shows such as *Perry Mason, L.A. Law, Leave It to Beaver, or Seinfeld*. At least without providing brief background explanation, however, the terrain becomes more slippery when the brief or opinion cites such less remembered shows as *Hopalong Cassidy* or *Taxi*. The writer might understand what the television reference means, but the key is whether readers will also likely understand. Legal writers stand the best chance at persuasion when they fortify lines of communication, not fracture them. Soon after winning an Academy Award in 1952, stage and screen actress Shirley Booth got it right: "[T]he audience is 50 percent of the performance."

When the contemplated television reference might lie beyond the grasp of some readers, the advocate or judge should consider avoiding it, or else providing necessary explanation, unless meaning would emerge from context. In close cases, the benefit of the doubt should favor omission unless the writer also explains the television show briefly in the main text or a footnote.

V. CONCLUSION

Advocacy and official judicial writing each create a dialog between the writer and a relatively small group of readers who are usually readily identifiable in advance. Briefs and other filings normally target the parties and the court but hardly anyone else. A judicial opinion speaks first to the parties and then to future courts and litigants, academic researchers, and (this invites spirited debate) perhaps lay readers when the decision touches on matters of social concern.\(^\text{189}\)


\(^{189}\) Compare ALEXANDER MEIKLEJOHN, *FREE SPEECH AND ITS RELATION TO SELF-GOVERNMENT* 58 (1948) ("The Supreme Court . . . is and must be one of our most effective teachers."), with William H. Rehnquist, *Act Well Your Part: Therein All Honor Lies*, 7 PEPP. L. REV. 227, 227–28 (1980) ("[T]he Supreme Court does not 'teach' in the normal sense of that word at all. In many cases we hand down decisions which we believe are required by some Act of Congress or some provision of the Constitution for which we, as citizens, might have very
Television has helped shape Americans' perceptions of the world, sometimes to the exclusion or diminution of other post-World War II cultural stimuli. "In many ways over the past half-century, the history of television has become the history of America," says historian Steven D. Stark. 190 "[T]his medium's programming," he explains, "has been influential—superseding school, and sometimes even the family, as the major influence on our social and moral development. It is fair to say that there have been two eras in America: Before Television (BT) and After Television (AT)." 191

Judges carefully use television references to help explain the law's resolution of disputes brought to their public forums. The courts' lead makes it entirely appropriate for counsel to make similar careful use of these cultural references to (as the Chief Justice says) "liven up" 192 their briefs and other filings.

---

190. STARK, supra note 24, at 2.
191. Id.
192. Garner, supra note 1, at 18.